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Context
Viral dynamics models

• Aim to provide a better understanding of viral infections by characterizing pathogenisis
and by providing an estimation of treatment effects.

• Are poorly identifiable, and parameters are often fixed to arbitrary values.1
• Usually focus on one aspect of the disease, due to limited amount of data.2

Model averaging (MA)3

• Offer an alternative to model selection that takes into account uncertainty by combining
the results of several candidate models.

• Provide better coverage rates for parameters with acceptable identifiability (relative bias
<50%) than model selection.

Objectives
We aim to extend and assess npde for evaluation of a model averaging framework.

Methods
Statistical model

Model for the observations defined as:

Yijm = fm(tj, θb
im) + gm(tj, θb

im) × eijm

• fm the structural model of model m
• gm the error model of model m
• θb

im the vector of individual parameters under model m
• tj the time of viral load measurement
• eijm the residual error.Computation of MA

• M candidate models
• Weight wm for model m proportional to AIC

wm = e
−∆AICm

2∑M
l=1 e

−∆AICl
2

with ∆AICm = AICm − AICmin (l = 1, ..., m)
and AICmin = minm=1,...,M(AICm)

Computation of normalised prediction distribution errors (npde)4

• Prediction discrepancies defined as the value of Fij (cumulative distribution function (cdf)
at observation yij).

• pdij approximated with Monte Carlo simulation using the design of an independant vali-
dation dataset v:

p̂dij = 1
K

K∑
k=1

δijk ⇒ p̂dijMA
=

M∑
m=1

wmp̂dijm

with δijk = 1 if y
sim(k)
ij < yij and 0 otherwise

• p̂dijMA
∼ U(0, 1) when K → ∞

• Decorrelation using the inverse of the cdf
• Normalisation

n̂pdeijMA
= Φ−1(p̂deijMA

) ∼ N (0, 1)

• Statistical test: global test based on a combination of the mean, variance and distribution
tests with a Bonferroni correction.

Evaluation of the performance of npde to evaluate models obtained by MA

Models used

• Four models used to characterize acute
viral infections5−8, taken as examples to
evaluate MA in Gonçalves et al 9.

• Log-transformed viral loads (VL)
Yij = log10V L.

• Additive error model on Yij corresponding
to a proportional model on VL.

• True parameters Ψm
0 set for each model.9 Figure 1: Schematic representation of the 4 models in this

study.True parameters Ψ0
m defined in Gonçalves et al.9.

Figure 2: Envelope of 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles of simulated log10V L in 100 simulated datasets with 30 subjects
under each model (see next section)

Simulation study

Figure 3: Workflow of the simulation-based study. b: building; v:validation.

Criteria used for evaluation
1. Rejection or acceptation of npde according to the global test with a p-value < 0.05.
2. Applied to the true model, MA with the true model, MA without the true model and

wrong models.

Results
Illustration for one simulation under model C

• npde computed for one simulation under the different models.
• Similar patterns with true, MA or with wrong models (Figure 4).
• Predictive distributions overlayed ⇒ discrimination of tested versus true model difficult

(Figure 5).

Figure 4: npde calculated with or without MA, with the true model(C) and the other models for a specific repetition.

Evaluation of the performance of npde
Target-cell limited Cytotoxic Virus-killing Refractory

Rejection of npde (%) MA True model Others MA True model Others MA True model Others MA True model Others
Global 27 20 23-32 21 21 19-27 22 28 24-43 24 23 24-34
Fisher 31 23 23-28 27 28 23-26 27 31 27-42 23 21 19-27
SW 6 2 2-9 9 5 5-10 8 4 6-12 6 7 4-11
Wilcoxon 14 13 8-20 11 13 9-12 17 16 10-21 16 15 16-26

Table 1: Evaluation of MA and single models with external datasets.

• In most cases, true model selected with Model Selection (Table 1).
• Type I error α inflated to around 20% in the different simulations (rejection of the true

model) ⇒ uncertainty from estimation step not taken into account ?
• Similar rejection rate whether using MA or wrong models ⇒ poor discrimination power.

Figure 5: Predictive distribution of the observations of ID=1 at Time=3 with each model. Each panel corresponds
to the true model.

Conclusion
• npde successfully extended to MA to provide diagnostic plots.
• However, failure to reject the wrong model and low discriminatory power.

– Evaluation of (M, Ψ̂) instead of (M, Ψ0) in contrast to previous evaluations.
– Estimation error not accounted for in the computation of pd.10

– Models poorly identifiable.9

• Perspectives: account for estimation error to correct type I error inflation.10
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